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Abstract
As the number of installed meters in buildings increases, there is a growing number of data time-series that could
be used to develop data-driven models to support and optimize building operation. However, building data sets are
often characterized by errors and missing values, which are considered, by the recent research, among the main
limiting factors on the performance of the proposed models. Motivated by the need to address the problem of missing
data in building operation, this work presents a data-driven approach to fill these gaps. In this study, three different
autoencoder neural networks are trained to reconstruct missing indoor environment data time-series in a data set
collected in an office building in Aachen, Germany. The models are applicable for different time-series obtained from
room automation, such as indoor air temperature, relative humidity and CO2 data streams. The results prove that
the proposed methods outperform classic numerical approaches and they result in reconstructing the corresponding
variables with average RMSEs of 0.42 C, 1.30 % and 78.41 ppm, respectively.
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1. Introduction
In the European Union buildings account for more than 40 % of the total final energy consumption and approxi-
mately 36 % of CO2 emissions [1]. As a consequence, reliable estimation of building consumption data could foster
energy efficiency strategies, such as the analyses of retrofit options [2] or the development of fault detection and di-
agnosis (FDD) schemes [3]. In the related research, two approaches are generally followed to achieve this goal [4]:
forward modeling and data-driven modeling. While the former is based on solid engineering principles, the latter
relies on data collected during normal or predetermined system operation and it can usually capture more accurate
as-built system’s performance with a limited number of known parameters [4]. Additionally, data-driven approaches
can be successfully applied to represent energy-related human actions in buildings (e.g. window openings), being the
result of a number of stochastic driving forces [5, 6].
By definition, data-driven modeling explicitly requires the availability of useful data [7]. Therefore, missing values
present the major limitation on this approach [8–10]. As stated by multiple studies [7, 8], data gaps are a common
problem in building automation systems (BAS) and they may be caused by a number of reasons such as power
outages, sensors defects, communication problems or network issues. As a result, the presence of these anomalies
could significantly reduce the size of the available data set and hinder further energy analysis [11, 12]. So far, existing
studies have handled missing data either using simplified methods [8] or excluding them from further analytics due to
the lack of ground truth values [7]. In summary, both latter approaches have usually led to limited inserting accuracy
and lower resulting model performance [7, 8].
The aim of this paper is to propose a method for reconstructing missing sequences of indoor environment data
obtained from room control sensors. For that purpose, a data set collected in an office building in Aachen, Germany,
was analyzed and preprocessed. Models for handling missing data points were implemented, trained and evaluated
on indoor air temperature (T ), relative humidity (RH) and CO2 concentration data. In particular, three promising au-
toencoder architectures were investigated: feed-forward denoising autoencoder, convolutional denoising autoencoder
and long short-term memory (LSTM) denoising autoencoder. Eventually, the performance of the proposed methods
were compared to analytical methods based on polynomial interpolations.
Even though the related research has already identified autoencoders as a promising technique to address missing
values and anomalies in monitoring building data sets [13–16], some significant research questions are still unad-
dressed. In particular, the existing studies have often focused on reconstructing a single type of signal or they have
been limited by the small amount of available training data and computational power. Motivated by the latter open,
yet significant research question, this work presents an autoencoder-based method for reconstructing and forecasting
indoor environment data time-series. The models were developed using monitoring data from more than 70 offices
over four years, which resulted in almost 100,000 monitoring days. Eventually, the optimal problem hypothesis was
identified based on the results obtained from 7,000 core hours of GPU and CPU computations.
Additionally, the scientific contribution of the presented work consists of the following:
• To analyze the variability of univariate artificial neural networks (ANNs) performance when applied to different
kinds of indoor environment data time-series.
• To present a generalized gap-filling method to address the problem of missing values in building data sets.
• To propose a solution to address the issue of ANNs’ saturation for energy systems applications.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the motivation that led to the development of a missing
data inserting model based on autoencoder neural networks. Section 3 provides the reader with further information on
the used data set and on the models’ theory and implementation. Section 4 presents results on developing a suitable
tool for indoor environment data time-series reconstruction. Finally, the results and novel findings are discussed and
summarized in Sections 5 and 6.
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Table 1: List of abbreviations.
ANNs artificial neural networks
BAS building automation systems
BIT bi-directional imputation and transfer learning
CR corruption rate
DBN deep belief network
ELM extreme learning machine
FDD fault detection and diagnosis
FFT fast fourier transform
GANs generative adversarial networks
IAQ indoor air quality
IQR interquartile range
LSTM long short-term memory
MAE mean absolute error
MELs miscellaneous electric loads
MSE mean squared error
NRMSE normalized root mean squared error
OB occupant behavior
RBMs restricted boltzmann machines
RF random forest
RH indoor relative humidity
RMSE root mean squared error
SAT saturation performance metric
SGD stochastic gradient descendent
T indoor air temperature
2. Background
2.1. Missing data in buildings’ control
The importance of sufficient large data sets on time-series modeling was empirically explored in the scope of the
Texas LoanSTAR program [11], whose objective was to measure savings from energy conservation retrofits. By
increasing the length of building data sets from one to five months, the average cooling prediction error decreased
from 7.3 % to 3.0 % and the annual heating prediction error decreased from 27.5 % to 12.9 %. Zapata et al. [12]
discovered also that a fast fourier transform (FFT), as applied to assess the frequency content of time-series wind
speed data, gave unacceptable results when information loss was at least 2.5 % of the data set.
As pointed out by Chong et al. [8], in 2016 there was still little relevant research about handling missing values in
building data sets. As a consequence, existing studies often relied on simplified methods such as complete case anal-
ysis, mean inserting and zeros inserting [8]. However, these methods often resulted in poor reconstruction of missing
data, which could lead to limited performance of later applied data-driven models. In a recent study, Candanedo et
al. [9] reconstructed the average indoor air temperatures of a passive house, achieving accurate results with a random
forest (RF) model. However, the proposed model used as input features multiple time-series (e.g. external weather
data, total electrical energy use) that could not be always known for a data reconstruction problem. Furthermore,
when the same outputs were used to reconstruct the single-room air temperature, the performance of the proposed
method dropped significantly. The use of more advanced deep learning techniques for the reconstruction of building
energy data was explored by Ma et al. [10]. By applying a LSTM with bi-directional imputation and transfer learning
(BIT), the same author managed to achieve a reconstruction error approximately 30 % less than linear interpolation
models, in case of continuous missing electrical power data. Conclusively, Benitez et al. [13] coupled multivariate
variational autoencoders with convolutional layers to estimate missing indoor air quality (IAQ) subway data. The
results proved that a correct reconstruction of IAQ data gaps could have a direct impact on the subway ventilation
system’s performance. However, a strong limitation of this study was the size of the used data set, namely 1 month of
measurements with hourly resolution.
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2.2. Deep learning methods for buildings’ control
Given the recent findings in the related literature [10, 13–16], the modeling methods adopted in this study belong
to the category of deep learning.
Deep learning models are neural networks with learned feature representation over multiple hidden layers [17].
In the related building research, these methods have been extensively used for energy consumption and occupant
behavior (OB) modeling applications [5, 18–37]. Qian et al. [23] explored the potential of ANNs for HVAC load
forecasting, when applied to small amount of data. The results proved that the fitting degree of the proposed models
was over 85 %. They pointed out the importance of the sufficiently large training data set. In particular, the use
of a smaller training set that consisted of one month and one week of monitoring data led to accuracy decrease for
6 % and 20 %, respectively. Zhang et al. [25] trained a deep belief network (DBN) and extreme learning machine
(ELM) based framework to predict half-hourly building energy consumption data. Here, DBNs consisted of a stack
of restricted boltzmann machines (RBMs), where RBMs had fully connected visible and hidden layers [25]. The cor-
respondent mean absolute error (MAE) was 10 % higher than the results obtained by support vector regression. Yan
et al. [30] addressed the issue of the imbalanced properties of training data sets for automatic FDD of chillers. They
used generative adversarial networks (GANs) to generate faulty training samples. The results proved that without the
implemented model, classification accuracy could hardly reach 90 %. Conclusively, Markovic et al. [37] developed a
LSTM neural network for day-ahead prediction of miscellaneous electric loads (MELs). The proposed implementa-
tion outperformed benchmark approaches based on Weibull distribution and Gaussian mixture methods when MELs
and occupancy information data were used as input parameters to the model.
2.3. Autoencoder neural networks for buildings’ control
Autoencoders are ANNs which learn to reconstruct original inputs from a noisy version, making missing data recon-
struction one of their reasonable applications [38]. However, few studies applied these models in the field of building
energy systems [39], further emphasizing the relevance of this work. In this regard, Fan et al. [14] explored the
potential of different types of autoencoder neural networks in the anomaly detection of building operational data. The
results showed that a 1D convolutional architecture could effectively capture the intrinsic characteristics in building
energy data, while preserving the temporal data information. Liu et al. [15] applied different machine learning-based
anomaly detection methods to vertical plant wall systems. The results confirmed that the autoencoder configuration
outperformed other models for both contextual and point anomaly detection of temperature and CO2 data. Finally,
Araya et al. [16] used autoencoders to capture HVAC consumption patterns and they used the gained knowledge to
identify abnormal consumption behaviours in the same system.
3. Methodology
The aim of this paper is to develop an approach for filling indoor environment data gaps. For that purpose, three dif-
ferent autoencoder neural network architectures were implemented in order to identify the optimal model hypothesis.
In this respect, room temperature, relative humidity and CO2 concentration data were artificially corrupted, by setting
to zero sub-daily sequences of random length. In particular, the reconstructed gaps ranged between few hours (10 %
of the daily values) and around 22 hours (90 % of the daily values). A summary of the adopted modeling approach is
proposed in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Modeling flowchart. CR is the applied masking noise.
3.1. Denoising autoencoder neural networks
The general structure of an autoencoder is presented in Figure 2. An autoencoder neural network is a represen-
tation learning approach which turns incoming data into different representations, through an encoder function, and
reconstructs the original input through a decoder function [17].
h
x r
f g
Figure 2: Working principle of a general autoencoder. Figure reproduced based on Goodfellow [17].
Input x is mapped to an output reconstruction r through an internal representation h, namely code. The autoencoder
has two components: the encoder f (mapping x to h) and the decoder g (mapping h to r) [17].
The encoder is defined as [17]:
h = c(Wx + b) , (1)
while the decoder is formulated as:
r = c(W ′h + b′) , (2)
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where c is a non-linear function, called activation function, W and W ′ are called weights, b and b′ are called biases.
By implementing activation several times (training), the model could acquire useful knowledge about the systems’
properties [17].
The structure of a denoising autoencoder is presented in Figure 3, while its extension to the stacked denoising au-
toencoder is presented in Figure 4. In contrast to a general autoencoder, a denoising autoencoder receives a corrupted
input x∗ and is trained to reconstruct the original uncorrupted data x [17].
L(x, r)
xx*
h
r
f g
Figure 3: Working principle of a denoising autoencoder. Figure reproduced based on Vincent et al. [40].
The training process consists of minimizing a loss function L(x, r) which quantifies the difference between the
original input and output at each step. In this study, corruption of input data is performed by setting to zero an interval
of sequential values of random length. This approach is used to simulate how missing data are distributed.
L(x’, r’)
rx*’
h’
r’
f’ g’
f
x
Figure 4: Working principle of a stacked denoising autoencoder. Figure reproduced based on Vincent et al. [40].
After the first level of denoising autoencoder has been trained (Figure 3), a second level of denoising autoencoder
is trained using the previously optimized encoding function, f . Corruption takes place on the output of the previous
optimized layer r [40].
3.2. Data set
The used data were collected in the E.ON ERC main building, located in Aachen, Germany. The building under
investigation has a usable area of 7,500 m2 over four storeys and it includes offices, seminar rooms, laboratories and
common area [41–44].
Based on the logging frequency and monitoring duration, it could be expected that around 181 million sets of
observations were collected for each variable from 2014 to 2017. The monitoring data were grouped in two subsets,
namely data set ”A” (2014-2015) and ”B” (2016-2017). Data set ”A” contained measurements for 73 rooms from
2014 and 2015, stored into ”HDF5” data containers [45] on a monthly basis. Monitoring data for the years 2016 and
2017 were collected in 84 offices and they were stored in ”pickle” files [46]. Here, each file contained data for a single
office over the whole observed biannual period.
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3.3. Data preprocessing
Before further analysis and modeling, data were cleaned and preprocessed. This step involved the detection of
frequently encountered anomalies, such as missing values and outliers [47]. Missing values reduce the size of the
available data set, hence compromising the reliability of the model’s outcome [47]. Outliers are noisy data points
with values significantly different from the majority of other data points [47]. For this reason, they could lead to
underestimated or overestimated results [47]. For the detailed explanation of the adopted data cleaning procedure the
reader is referred to the Appendix.
According to the existing literature [48–50], additional preprocessing, such as resampling resolution and data nor-
malization was performed in order to increase performance and computational efficiency of the proposed models.
Here, resampling resolution is the process of changing the frequency of time-series data [49], while data normaliza-
tion is applied to prepare raw data for a better network use [50]. In particular, data were downsampled to 30 minutes
frequency and normalized using the Statistical or Z-Score Normalization function [50]:
z = (x − u)/s , (3)
where, x are data to normalize, u is the mean of the training samples and s is the standard deviation of the training
samples. Before normalizing, data were split into training (30 %), validation (10 %) and test set (60 %) for every
variable. In order to favour models generalization, limits were defined based on training set and eventually adopted
for each of the three parts identically.
3.4. Model development
The models were developed using the Python programming language and open source libraries Tensorflow [51]
and Keras [52]. Figure 5 shows the autoencoder structure as implemented in the scope of the performed experiments.
The explored models included the architectures with one and up to three hidden layers per each encoder and decoder.
Batch-normalization was included after every layer in order to avoid the network saturation for both feed-forward and
convolutional autoencoders [53].
Figure 5: General autoencoder architecture with 3 layers per side.
Feed-forward denoising autoencoders were fed with unrolled half-hourly daily observations, which resulted in 48
features. Unrolling the 1-D temporal sequences into a single input layer is, indeed, a commonly adopted approach
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to address temporal dependencies for a feed-forward neural network [5, 36]. However, feed-forward neural networks
with unrolled sequences have separate parameters for each feature, which means that weights cannot be shared along
the input series [17]. While convolutional neural networks apply the same kernel to every time-step, in the LSTM con-
figuration each output node is a function of the previous one and parameters can be shared along very long sequences
[17].
Models’ overfitting was prevented by using an early stopping criteria based on the validation loss [17]. Furthermore,
the mean squared error (MSE) loss function was applied to the reconstructed and original input over all the training
samples, as follows [17]:
MSE =
∑m
i (Y
′ − Y)2i
m
, (4)
where m is the batch size. In order to find the optimal parameters for the models, the MSE was minimized using
either a stochastic gradient descendent (SGD) optimizer with momentum [54] or Adam optimizer [55]. The opti-
mizer choice was handled as an additional hyperparameter. In this study, the hyperparameter tuning was conducted
separately for each target variable (temperature, relative humidity, CO2 concentration). Additionally, the whole hy-
perparameter range was explored for all neural units, such as feed-forward, LSTM and convolutional. The range of
values in which the optimal model’s configuration was investigated is summarized in Table 2.
Table 2: Overview of tuned hyperparameter and explored values.
Hyperparameter Values
Hidden layers per side 1 - 3
Hidden layer units/ filters (convolutional) 8, 16, 32, 64, 128
Kernel size (convolutional) 2, 3, 5, 7, 11
Batch size 128
Learning rate 0.001, 0.01, 0.1
Optimizer SGD with 0.9 momentum, Adam
It was opted for the grid search tuning over more advanced methods due to the relatively small researched hyperpa-
rameter space. Other tuning strategies, such as random or greedy search [56], would have been beneficial in case of
more complex scenarios.
For every possible combination of hyperparameter, the score given to the model was obtained by averaging the
MSEs, computed on the normalized validation set, with a corruption rate (CR) ranging between 0.2 and 0.8. Given
the computational cost of this process, multiple independent jobs with different hyperparameters were run in parallel
using the computational resources at the RWTH Aachen University Compute Cluster. In order to address the stochas-
tic initialization of models’ weights, the tuned configurations were run again 10 times and evaluated on the same
validation data as before. Models with the lowest MSE were eventually exported for further evaluation on the test set.
4. Results
4.1. Performance evaluation metrics
The performance of missing data insertion was assessed using the root mean squared error (RMSE) method, since it
is the established evaluation method by the existing research [9, 10, 13]. In order to obtain objective evaluation results,
the RMSE was applied only to the corrupted sequence of the test data. Additionally, the ability of the proposed models
for capturing indoor environmental data patterns was estimated by computing the RMSE on each sequence [14]. The
RMSE equation is given as follows [9, 10, 14]:
RMSE =
√∑n
i=1(X
obs
i − Xinsertedi )2
n
, (5)
where Xobsi are the i − th real values, Xinsertedi are the i − th reconstructed values and n are the total number of data
points on which RMSE is computed.
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Comparison between different variables and studies was made by means of the normalized root mean squared error
(NRMSE), obtained by normalizing the RMSE over the interquartile range (IQR), due to the possible presence of
noisy data points:
NRMSE =
RMSE
IQR
. (6)
4.2. General observations during model development
Network saturation was identified to be a major modeling complexity in case of both feed-forward and convolu-
tional denoising autoencoders. Formally, neural network saturation could be described as an impediment to gradient
propagation [37, 57]. Its main effect was to produce always the same output, no matter how different the input
sequence was.
As presented earlier, neural networks are trained by minimizing a loss function between targets and true values.
This can be accomplished by applying an iterative algorithm called gradient descendent [58]. The working principle
of a gradient descendent algorithm is simple: weights and biases are initialized to some values and then they are
continuously updated in the direction that decreases the loss function, namely opposite to the gradient [58]. Each unit
in a neural network receives signals and weights from previous units and computes a value called pre-activation [58]:
z =
∑
j
w jx j + b , (7)
where z is the pre-activation value, j is the number of input signals and weights, w are the weights, b is the bias
which determines units’ activation in case no inputs are present. The activation value is the pre-activation passed
through an activation function φ [58]:
a = φ(z) . (8)
If, during training, the activation of a neural network unit is always near the boundaries of its dynamic range (the
possible outputs of an activation function), then the gradient of the pre-activation is very small and weights are not
updated [58]. These neural network units are called saturated units [58]. Hence, saturated units can be identified
looking at the histogram of the average activations and checking that they are not concentrated at the endpoints [58].
Different approaches are followed in the literature to avoid network saturation. Glorot and Bengio [57] proposed a
novel normalized initialization for neural network weights:
W = U[−
√
6√
n j + n j+1
,
√
6√
n j + n j+1
] , (9)
where W are the neural network weights, U is a uniform distribution function, n is the size of the j − th layer.
Maas et al. [59] used ReLU activation functions as alternative to sigmoid and tanh, causing in this way network
saturation at exactly 0. Ioffe and Szegedy [53] proposed a new mechanism called batch-normalization, which ensures
that distribution of nonlinearity inputs (i.e. pre-activations) remains more stable as the network trains.
In this study, since no other formal metrics were available at the current state of the research, network saturation
was evaluated using the saturation performance metric (SAT) proposed by Markovic et al. [37], calculated over the
normalized reconstructed values.
In order to guarantee an effective model training, all the previous approaches followed in the literature were imple-
mented [53, 57, 59]. Figure 6 shows the histogram of the average activations for the original feed-forward denoising
autoencoder configuration with classical uniform weights initialization, sigmoid activation functions and no batch-
normalization. It is possible to observe the typical network saturation problem, being the average activations always
concentrated at 0 and 1, namely the endpoints of a sigmoid activation function.
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Figure 6: 3D Histogram of the average activations for the original feed-forward denoising autoencoder with 10 % corruption rate.
The use of normalized initialization, ReLU activation function and batch-normalization as proposed in the liter-
ature confirmed to reach higher performance and to overcome saturation problems. Figure 7 shows how average
network activations change during training, not being stuck in any saturating point. Note that ReLU activation func-
tion was applied on the encoder layer while batch-normalization only in the decoder layer. The authors realized
that higher performance could be reached using a tanh activation function in the decoder layer, in association with
batch-normalization. Conclusively, the SAT results confirmed the superiority of the chosen models’ configurations
with respect to the original denoising autoencoder architectures with classical uniform weights initialization, sigmoid
activation functions and no batch-normalization.
-1.0 -0.6 -0.2 0.2 0.6 1.0
1000
2000
3000
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Activation [-]
Figure 7: 3D Histogram of the average activations for the new feed-forward denoising autoencoder with 10 % corruption rate.
The saturation performance results of the proposed models for different CR are summarized in Table 3. Here, net-
work saturation is defined as the SAT lower than 0.1 [37]. Every autoencoder was well above the previous defined
limit, meaning that the adopted architecture strategies could efficiently overcome saturation issues. The above identi-
fied metric was function of the particular variable and of the applied CR. While the SAT was insensitive to changes in
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CR for relative humidity, it decreased for both temperature and CO2 data.
Table 3: SAT for denoising autoencoder neural networks for different CR. ”CONV”, ”FEED” and ”LSTM” stand for convolutional, feed-forward
and LSTM denoising autoencoder.
T [-] RH [-] CO2 [-]
CR [-] CONV FEED LSTM CONV FEED LSTM CONV FEED LSTM
SAT
0.10 0.88 0.85 0.84 0.95 0.97 0.98 0.78 0.83 0.77
0.20 0.87 0.83 0.79 0.95 0.98 0.98 0.71 0.77 0.76
0.30 0.83 0.82 0.77 1.00 0.98 0.98 0.65 0.73 0.69
0.40 0.77 0.75 0.73 0.99 0.96 0.99 0.75 0.66 0.59
0.50 0.73 0.72 0.72 0.98 0.97 0.98 0.57 0.60 0.47
0.60 0.73 0.68 0.65 0.97 0.95 0.95 0.52 0.46 0.35
0.70 0.69 0.69 0.59 0.94 0.96 0.96 0.51 0.48 0.32
0.80 0.64 0.64 0.60 0.92 0.94 0.94 0.44 0.41 0.30
0.90 0.62 0.63 0.57 0.93 0.96 0.93 0.39 0.34 0.31
Average 0.75 0.73 0.70 0.96 0.96 0.97 0.59 0.59 0.51
4.3. Data reconstruction performance evaluation
Firstly, the ability of autoencoder neural networks for capturing daily patterns of environmental data is assessed.
Eventually, the proposed models’ performance in reconstructing sub-daily indoor environment data gaps are evaluated
and compared to classic polynomial interpolations.
Figure 8 shows the RMSE variance for a LSTM denoising autoencoder. In particular, the model was trained with
a masking noise of 0.1 and applied to the non corrupted test sets. Here, the RMSE was computed on the single time-
step as seen in Section 4.1. The average RMSEs over the number of test sequences were 0.027 C, 0.12 % and 4.25
ppm, respectively for T , RH and CO2 data. Furthermore, all the reconstruction residuals computed with the LSTM
architecture were lower than the convolutional and feed-forward ones.
Based on the boxplots presented in Figure 8, the observed days with RMSE out of the measured IQR are repre-
sented. These could be considered as sequences with atypical behavior, for which the indoor environment data patterns
cannot be detected by the model. Figure 8 shows also, for every variable, how a random day with atypical behavior
looks like and how it is reconstructed by the LSTM autoencoder. In particular, the represented sequence of relative
humidity data presents an outlier in the early morning observation. This anomaly, which could be caused by sensors’
malfunctioning, was not detected during the data preprocessing, but it was identified with the proposed model.
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Figure 8: Boxplots of of the observed sequences and reconstruction of a day with atypical behavior.
Table 4 summarizes the behavior of all the models, when applied to data with different CR. For every variable
there was a polynomial degree for which the daily data trends were better fit by the interpolation. While indoor air
temperature data were more accurately described by cubic correlations, relative humidity and CO2 concentration data
had, respectively, more linear and quadratic trends. However, all autoencoders performed by a large margin better than
baseline approaches for all variables. In particular, the performance of the convolutional configuration outperformed,
in average, all the alternative models. In this regard, the RMSE was 37 % lower than cubic interpolation for indoor air
temperature, 24 % lower than linear interpolation for relative humidity and 30 % lower than quadratic interpolation for
CO2 concentration. In terms of NRMSE, missing relative humidity data could be reconstructed with higher accuracy,
when compared to other variables. On that place, the worst behavior was obtained with CO2 data. In particular, the
NRMSE of the convolutional configuration in case of RH data was 75 % lower than T and 90 % lower than CO2.
These results were consistent with the SAT trend, being higher for RH and lower for CO2 (Table 3).
Figure 9 shows exemplary indoor environment data reconstruction over one random day from the test sets. All
presented data were corrupted with a masking noise of 0.5. The presented data confirmed once again the results
presented in Table 4, namely, that the proposed denoising autoencoder architectures were suitable for filling the
missing indoor environment data sequences.
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Table 4: Performance of denoising autoencoder neural networks and polynomial interpolations for reconstructing sub-daily indoor environment
data gaps. ”CONV”, ”FEED” and ”LSTM” stand for convolutional, feed-forward and LSTM denoising autoencoder. ”LIN”, ”QUAD” and ”CUB”
stand for linear, quadratic and cubic interpolation.
CR [-] T [C] RH [%] CO2 [ppm]
CONV FEED LSTM CONV FEED LSTM CONV FEED LSTM
RMSE
0.10 0.22 0.32 0.33 0.73 1.14 1.05 49.10 64.58 64.88
0.20 0.31 0.36 0.47 0.90 1.23 1.47 61.16 69.41 82.51
0.30 0.36 0.42 0.53 1.08 1.35 1.78 69.11 75.04 89.00
0.40 0.41 0.47 0.59 1.23 1.45 2.11 78.25 81.46 101.64
0.50 0.46 0.51 0.62 1.36 1.59 2.33 84.12 89.98 107.85
0.60 0.50 0.53 0.64 1.48 1.66 2.54 91.59 95.38 110.28
0.70 0.51 0.52 0.63 1.54 1.66 2.72 91.43 94.86 106.16
0.80 0.50 0.51 0.61 1.66 1.74 2.80 91.26 94.32 102.18
0.90 0.50 0.49 0.60 1.73 1.78 3.00 89.63 90.52 96.75
Average 0.42 0.46 0.56 1.30 1.51 2.20 78.41 83.95 95.69
NRMSE [-]
0.10 0.15 0.21 0.22 0.04 0.07 0.06 0.43 0.56 0.56
0.20 0.21 0.24 0.31 0.05 0.07 0.08 0.53 0.61 0.72
0.30 0.24 0.28 0.35 0.06 0.08 0.10 0.60 0.66 0.78
0.40 0.27 0.31 0.39 0.07 0.08 0.12 0.68 0.71 0.88
0.50 0.31 0.34 0.41 0.08 0.09 0.13 0.73 0.79 0.94
0.60 0.33 0.35 0.42 0.09 0.10 0.14 0.80 0.83 0.96
0.70 0.34 0.35 0.42 0.09 0.10 0.15 0.80 0.83 0.92
0.80 0.33 0.34 0.41 0.10 0.10 0.16 0.80 0.82 0.89
0.90 0.33 0.33 0.40 0.10 0.10 0.17 0.78 0.79 0.84
Average 0.28 0.31 0.37 0.07 0.09 0.12 0.68 0.73 0.83
LIN QUAD CUB LIN QUAD CUB LIN QUAD CUB
RMSE
0.10 0.58 0.52 0.39 1.31 1.10 0.94 94.89 79.97 72.00
0.20 0.67 0.64 0.49 1.48 1.28 1.13 106.67 92.86 85.32
0.30 0.73 0.73 0.57 1.59 1.45 1.29 114.41 102.74 96.76
0.40 0.78 0.82 0.66 1.70 1.59 1.49 118.96 113.61 113.68
0.50 0.80 0.91 0.74 1.77 1.76 1.69 121.94 122.14 125.89
0.60 0.79 0.95 0.82 1.82 1.89 1.89 121.25 124.12 148.58
0.70 0.77 0.95 0.82 1.86 2.01 2.03 120.32 122.30 138.57
0.80 0.75 0.92 0.70 1.88 2.21 2.31 117.48 122.40 120.25
0.90 0.74 0.86 0.77 1.91 3.15 3.24 112.40 126.33 125.01
Average 0.73 0.81 0.66 1.70 1.83 1.78 114.26 111.83 114.01
NRMSE [-]
0.10 0.39 0.34 0.27 0.07 0.06 0.05 0.83 0.69 0.63
0.20 0.45 0.42 0.33 0.08 0.07 0.06 0.93 0.81 0.74
0.30 0.49 0.48 0.38 0.09 0.08 0.07 1.00 0.89 0.84
0.40 0.52 0.55 0.44 0.09 0.09 0.08 1.03 0.99 0.99
0.50 0.53 0.60 0.49 0.10 0.10 0.09 1.06 1.06 1.10
0.60 0.53 0.63 0.54 0.10 0.11 0.11 1.05 1.08 1.29
0.70 0.51 0.63 0.54 0.10 0.11 0.11 1.05 1.07 1.21
0.80 0.51 0.61 0.46 0.11 0.12 0.13 1.02 1.07 1.05
0.90 0.49 0.57 0.51 0.11 0.18 0.18 0.98 1.10 1.09
Average 0.49 0.54 0.44 0.09 0.10 0.10 0.99 0.97 0.99
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Figure 9: One day-long indoor environment data reconstruction. Blue colored line represents the real data. Hashed blue colored line represents the
missing data. Red colored line represents the reconstruction of the whole day with the adopted model. Observations were sampled to 30 minutes
steps.
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4.4. Data forecasting performance evaluation
As presented in earlier sections, the proposed autoencoder neural networks were implemented to reconstruct sub-
daily indoor environment data gaps, since building data sets often contain missing values that could hinder further
energy analysis. Nonetheless, the same models could be also used for short-term indoor environment data forecasting.
Table 5 summarizes the performance of the implemented autoencoders for different predictive horizons. In sum-
mary, all the models performed similarly well. However, there was a clear improvement, with respect to the data
reconstruction case, in the LSTM configuration. In particular, the RMSE of the LSTM model was 14 % lower for
indoor air temperature and 20 % lower forCO2 concentration. In terms of NRMSE, even in this case, the proposed au-
toencoder neural networks could forecast relative humidity data better than other variables. In particular, the NRMSE
of the LSTM configuration in case of RH data was 59 % lower than T and 80 % lower than CO2 data (Table 5).
Table 5: Performance of denoising autoencoder neural networks for forecasting indoor environment data. ”CONV”, ”FEED” and ”LSTM” stand
for convolutional, feed-forward and LSTM denoising autoencoder. PH is the predictive horizon.
PH [h] T [C] RH [%] CO2 [ppm]
CONV FEED LSTM CONV FEED LSTM CONV FEED LSTM
RMSE
2.50 0.19 0.18 0.17 0.89 0.97 0.89 25.62 23.86 25.34
5.00 0.31 0.30 0.29 1.47 1.44 1.37 43.00 42.38 39.33
7.00 0.42 0.41 0.40 1.72 1.83 1.76 55.62 55.29 56.11
9.50 0.50 0.48 0.46 2.15 2.21 2.18 72.37 72.84 74.21
12.00 0.55 0.52 0.52 2.47 2.45 2.41 81.27 82.55 82.11
14.50 0.62 0.60 0.59 2.88 2.85 2.67 102.71 102.40 104.51
17.00 0.73 0.66 0.66 2.84 2.88 2.81 108.13 107.22 107.79
19.00 0.74 0.64 0.63 2.93 2.95 2.84 102.40 101.58 102.02
21.50 0.75 0.60 0.60 3.01 3.01 3.18 96.89 96.14 96.88
Average 0.53 0.49 0.48 2.26 2.29 2.23 76.45 76.03 76.48
NRMSE [-]
2.50 0.13 0.12 0.11 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.22 0.21 0.22
5.00 0.20 0.20 0.19 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.37 0.37 0.34
7.00 0.28 0.27 0.27 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.48 0.48 0.49
9.50 0.33 0.32 0.31 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.63 0.63 0.65
12.00 0.36 0.35 0.35 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.71 0.72 0.71
14.50 0.41 0.40 0.40 0.16 0.16 0.15 0.89 0.89 0.91
17.00 0.48 0.44 0.44 0.16 0.17 0.16 0.94 0.93 0.94
19.00 0.49 0.42 0.42 0.17 0.17 0.16 0.89 0.88 0.89
21.50 0.50 0.40 0.40 0.17 0.17 0.18 0.84 0.84 0.84
Average 0.35 0.32 0.32 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.66 0.66 0.67
Figure 10 shows exemplary indoor environment data reconstruction over one random day from the test sets. All
presented data were corrupted with a masking noise of 0.5 at the end of each time step (predictive horizon of 12
h). The presented data confirmed once again the results presented in Table 5, namely, that the proposed denoising
autoencoder architectures were also suitable for the short-term indoor environment data forecasting.
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Figure 10: One day-long indoor environment data forecasting. Blue colored line represents the real data. Hashed blue colored line represents the
missing data. Red colored line represents the reconstruction of the whole day with the adopted model. Observations were sampled to 30 minutes
steps.
5. Discussion and future work
The aim of this study was to reconstruct sub-daily indoor environment data time-series since short-term missing data
are often present in building data sets and they could hinder further energy analysis. Considering that building energy
models usually require inputs at an hourly resolution [8], feeding the models with minute-wise time-series would have
resulted in a significant increase of computational costs. Consequently, it was opted for a 30 minutes frequency to
conduct further models’ development. An important contribution of this paper is the analysis of autoencoder neural
networks’ performance on different types of environmental time-series, measured over multiple years in a whole
commercial building. Accordingly, this fills an important research gap present in the related literature, since existing
studies either focused on reconstructing a single type of data stream or they were limited by the size of the available
training set.
As presented in Section 3, data were split in three sets before normalization. Model training was performed us-
ing a training set, the optimal model configuration was chosen based on performance on the validation set and the
data reconstruction accuracy was evaluated using the test set. Approximately 94,085 full days of observations were
available, which makes this study – as far as the authors know – the largest of its kind for indoor environment data
time-series reconstruction purposes. In order to guarantee a significant generalization of the models, it was decided
to take an extensive test set. Accordingly, approximately 2.7 million data points were used for models’ evaluation.
Improved performance of the final models could be achieved by introducing the dimension of each data set as an
additional hyperparameter. However, this choice would have led to additional computational costs and, therefore, it
was not pursued.
In total, 1,890 hyperparameter combinations were explored by applying a grid search. Simulations were performed
using compute sources granted at RWTH Aachen University. In particular, approximately 7,000 core hours were
exploited under project rwth0622.
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This work provided important insights regarding the occurrence of the neural networks saturation for analytics
related to building’s performance. The consequence of model saturation was that the weights were not updated
due to the vanishing gradient problem (Section 4.2), which led always to identical predicted values. This problem
was observed in case of the convolutional and feed-forward autoencoders, while it was not detected in case of the
LSTM autoencoders. The suitable approach to tackle the model saturation was explored in the existing literature on
computer vision and general machine learning. Even though all the computed saturation metrics were well above
the defined saturation limit (0.1), the SAT decreased with the corruption rate for both indoor air temperature and
CO2 concentration and remained almost unchanged for relative humidity. This was inconsistent with the increasing
RMSE trend of the latter variable (Table 4). It can be concluded that the above saturation metric could not be used
as an additional performance measure, since it was dependent also on the sequence-variability of the original data. In
particular, the worst saturation performance on CO2 data could be explained with the presence of more extreme values
and frequent peaks. This could explain the reason why LSTM neural networks suffered saturation issues in the paper
proposed by Markovic et al. [37]. In this earlier study, an LSTM-based model was applied to plug-in loads data and
saturation occurred in more than 70 % of the trained configurations. This could be caused by the larger data imbalance
of the plug-in loads and the extreme values. Namely, similarly to plug-in loads, the time-series of CO2 concentration
consist of frequent peaks and extreme values, which showed to be a particular complexity to be considered when using
the LSTM for building’s energy analysis.
The data reconstruction analysis, applied to the non corrupted data, revealed that the proposed autoencoder neural
networks, especially the LSTM configuration, could accurately evaluate the indoor environment patterns. Accord-
ingly, this represents a significant practical potential for the inclusion of these methods in the real time building
control. This could be used for anomaly detection purposes, by identifying data sequences with atypical behavior
(e.g. noisy data, sensors’ malfunctioning) (Figure 8). On the other hand, the performance of the convolutional con-
figuration spiked out when a certain masking noise was applied to the test sequences. It can be, therefore, stated that
the spatial correlations of input data were more important than the temporal ones, when a gap-filling method was in-
vestigated. Additionally, the NRMSE analysis established that relative humidity data patterns were, in general, easier
to detect by the proposed models. In order to increase the generalization capability of the developed methods, the
inclusion of monitoring data collected in multiple buildings with significant differences in thermal mass and design
should be further researched.
Some of possible applications of this study are the use of autoencoder neural networks for time-series data fore-
casting. In this regard, the performance of the proposed models are really promising and should be considered as part
of future expansions of this work. Accordingly, the proposed models could forecast the indoor air temperature data
even better than calibrated Modelica-based building performance simulation tools applied in other studies [60]. The
temporal correlations of input data gained significant importance with respect to the reconstruction case, placing the
LSTM configuration on a slightly better performance level than the convolutional one. Based on the previous con-
siderations, a denoising autoencoder which relies, at the same time, on LSTM and convolutional units could further
increase the predictive accuracy of the model. Future work should also evaluate the implemented autoencoders for
forecasting energy and environmental data time-series over longer time horizons. The ability of these methods to
capture indoor environment data patterns could be further exploited by modelling the energy-related users actions in
an unsupervised manner.
Additionally, the proposed models could be used as back-up option in case of sensor failure in the real time building
control [7, 13]. In that case, missing data insertion could be effective over the current day of observation.
One of the possible limitations of this study is a direct consequence of the training process. The proposed au-
toencoders were, indeed, implemented to capture information related to the daily trends of the observed variables.
Accordingly, day-ahead data sequences cannot be reconstructed with the current training scheme. Conclusively, the
applicability of the proposed models for reconstructing indoor environment data in other buildings has not yet been
tested.
6. Conclusion
The aim of this paper was to develop an approach for reconstructing indoor environment data time-series. For that
purpose, three autoencoder neural networks models were implemented and polynomial interpolation methods were
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evaluated for baseline comparison. The evaluation of model performance was conducted using indoor air temperature,
relative humidity and CO2 concentration data. The key findings could be summarized as follows:
• Autoencoder neural networks outperformed polynomial interpolation methods for filling environmental data
gaps.
• The convolutional configuration worked better than other models. In this regard, temperature, relative humidity
and CO2 data could be reconstructed with average RMSE (from 10 % to 90 % masking noise) respectively of
0.42 C, 1.30 % and 78.41 ppm.
• Autoencoder neural networks could be used for predicting the indoor environment data with high accuracy, over
the multi hour time horizon. The proposed models outperformed calibrated building performance simulation
with approximately 56 % lower error rate, in terms of indoor air temperature [60].
• The implementation of normalized initial weights, ReLU activation function and batch-normalization for feed-
forward and convolutional autoencoders avoided network saturation.
• Network saturation was not an issue for neural networks with LSTM layers, since they could overcome the
gradient vanishing problem.
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Appendix
This Appendix provides additional information about the adopted data cleaning process.
A.1. Outliers
Outliers were detected favoring model generalization, rather than accuracy. The aim of this paper was, indeed, to
provide a tool to reconstruct indoor environment time-series, independently of the type and quality of data. Ma et al.
[10] applied the IQR method for the reconstruction of building electric power data, defining as outlier every value out
of the following range:
[Q1 − 1.5 · IQR; Q3 + 1.5 · IQR] , (10)
where Q1 is the first quartile of the dataset, Q3 is the third quartile, IQR is the difference between the third and
first quartile. Data out of the previous interval were replaced with the nearest IQR limit [10]. However, since the
generalization characteristics of ANNs depend on the noise included in the training data [61], the authors decided not
to follow this approach at the expenses of an overall reduced accuracy [61]. Accordingly, outliers were detected based
on theoretical limits fixed by Markovic et al. [5] in a different study, where a subset of the same data set was analyzed.
Therefore, temperature was established between -10 and +40 °C, based on the plausible range for the continental
climate in Germany [5]. Relative humidity was set between 0 and 100 % [5], while CO2 concentration was assumed
to be between 0 and 2,500 ppm [5]. Table 6 summarizes descriptive statistics for the data set before and after outliers
detection, based on the methods proposed in the literature [5, 10]. The IQR method proposed by Ma et al. [10] seemed
to oversimplify the problem, by identifying as outliers a wide range of values (Table 6). It was, therefore, opted for
the other approach [5].
Table 6: Descriptive statistics for the data set before (raw data) and after ([5, 10]) outliers detection. Std and L/U IQR stand respectively for
standard deviation and lower/upper IQR limit.
T [C] RH [%] CO2 [ppm]
Raw data [10] [5] Raw data [10] [5] Raw data [10] [5]
Min 6 19.4 6 0.5 1.45 0.5 0 265 192
Max 2.34E+16 25.8 37.1 2.53E+03 72.25 99.4 1.31E+04 737 2,000
Mean 6.47E+10 22.64 22.63 3.75E+01 37.52 37.5 5.16E+02 509.12 516.3
Median 22.7 22.7 22.7 36.4 36.4 36.4 491 491 491
Std 3.60E+13 1.22 1.4 1.18E+01 11.01 11 1.25E+02 100.27 124.25
L IQR 19.4 19.4 19.4 1.45 1.45 1.45 265 265 265
U IQR 25.8 25.8 25.8 72.25 72.25 72.3 737 737 737
Outliers / 2.54E+06 358 / 1.71E+03 313 / 4.18E+06 307
A.2. Missing values
Based on the logging frequency and monitoring duration, it could be expected that around 181 million sets of
observations were collected for each variable from 2014 to 2017. Of the latter, only 73 million data points were
correctly recorded for T (59.6 % error rate), while 70 million for both RH and CO2 (61.3 % error rate). In order to
increase the computational efficiency of the models, frequency was reduced from minute-wise to 30 minutes, leading
to approximately 2.3 million data points for each variable. For the missing values handling, a complete case analysis
approach was adopted, where only full day of observations with the current resolution were considered. Hence, the
number of available monitoring points per variable were reduced to 1.5 million data. Accordingly, from the starting
376,938 daily observations, models were applied only to 94,085 days (75 % error rate). An overview of the missing
values handling strategy is presented in Table 7 and in Figure 11.
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Table 7: Overview of the preprocessed data set.
T RH CO2
Frequency [min] 30 30 30
Expected days 125,646 125,646 125,646
Discarded days 94,265 94,294 94,294
Complete days 31,381 31,352 31,352
𝑋0 𝑋1 𝑋2 … 𝑋29 𝑋30 𝑋31 … … … … 𝑋1409 𝑋1410 𝑋1411 … 𝑋1439𝑋719 𝑋720 𝑋721
𝑋2 propagation
𝑋0 𝑋1 𝑋2 … 𝑋29 𝑋30 𝑋31 … … … … 𝑋1409 𝑋1410 𝑋1411 … 𝑋1439𝑋719 𝑋720 𝑋721
𝑋0 𝑋1 𝑋2 … 𝑋29 𝑋30 𝑋31 … … … … 𝑋1409 𝑋1410 𝑋1411 … 𝑋1439𝑋719 𝑋720 𝑋721Discarded days
Restored days
Complete days
Figure 11: A visual representation of the discarded and complete days. White blocks are minute-wise observations. Blue blocks are observations
with 30-minutes frequency resolution.
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